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Define and provide examples of behavior/response/response class.

Define and provide examples of stimulus and stimulus class.

Define and provide examples of positive and negative reinforcement,

Define and provide examples of conditioned and unconditioned reinforcement.

Define and provide examples of positive and negative punishment,

Define and provide examples of conditioned and unconditioned punishment.
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Describe and provide examples of the respondent conditioning paradigm

Describe and provide examples of the operant conditioning paradigm.
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defines the basic elements involved
c analysis of behavior and intro-

several principles that have been discov-
an analysis. The first concept we

the most fundamental of all. Be-
variables of primary importance in

analysis are located in the environment,
environment and stimulus are defined

several essential findings that the
of behavior-environment relations has
functionally distinct types of behavior-
operant-are described, and the basic

Although words such as activity and rnovement ade-
quately communicate the general notion of behavior, a

more precise definition is needed for scientific purposes.
How a scientific discipline defines its subject matter ex-
efis profound influence on the methods of measurement,
experimentation, and theoretical analysis that are appro-
priate and possible.

Building on Skinner's (1938) definition of behavior
as "fhe movement of an organism or of its parts in a frame
of reference provided by the organism or by various ex-
ternal objects or fields" (p. 6), Johnston and Pennypacker
(1980, I993a) articulated the mosr conceptually sound
and empirically complete definition of behavior to date.

The behavior of an organism is that portion of an organ-
ism's intelaction with its environment that is character-
izedby detectable displacement in space through time
of some part of the organism and that results in a mea-
surable change in at least one aspect of the environ-
ment. (p. 23)

I

Johnston and Pennypacker (1993a) discussed the
major elements of each part of this definition, The phrase
behavior of an organisrz restricts the subject matter to
the activity of living organisms, leaving notions such as
the "behavior" of the stocb market outside the realm of
the scientific use of the term.

The phrase p ortion of the organism's interaction with
the environment specifres "the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the occurrence ofbehavior as (a) the exis-
tence of two separate entities, organism and environment,
and (b) the existence of a relation between them" (John-
ston & Pennypacker, I993a, p.24), The authors elabo-
rated on this part of the definition as follows:

Behavior is not a property or attribute of the organism. It
happens only when there is an interactive condition be-
tween an organism and its surroundings, which include
its own body. This means that independent states of the
organism, whether real or hypothetical, are not behav-
ioral events, because there is no interactive process.
Being hungry or being anxious are examples of states
that are sometimes confused with the behavior that they
are supposed to explain. Neither phrase specifies an en-
vironmental agent with which the hungry or anxious or-
ganism interacts, so no behavior is implied,

and
influences each type ofbehavior-

and operant conditioning-are
three-term contingency-a concept for
organizing the temporal and functional

operant behavior and environment-
as a focal point in applied behavior

then explained,l The chapter's final section
incredible complexity of human behav-

us that behavior analysts possess an incom-
and identifies some of the obstacles and
by those who strive to change behavior

v
, is behavior? Behavior is the activity of liv-

how
Human behavior is everything people
they move and what they say, think,

{o,
anb

open abag ofpeanuts is behavior, and so is
good the peanuts will taste once the bag is

this sentence is behavior, and if you're
the book, so is feeling its weight and shape in

should not be overwhelmed by the many technical terms and
the exception of the material onin this chapter. Wirh

behavior, all of the concepts introduced in this chapter are ex-
Sreater detail in subsequent chapters. This initial overview of

is intencled to provide background information that will fa-
those portions of the text that precede the more de-
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Similarly, independent conditions or changes in the

environment ao not i"nn" behavioral occurrences be-

cause no int"ru"tio"l' 'fecified' 
Someone walking in

the rain gets wet, uutlgltting wet" is notanjnstance of

behavior. A chitd may ieceive tokens for correctly work-

i"g *"tft pt"Ulems' but "receiving a token" is not be-

havior. Receiving a token implies changes in the

environmentbutdoesnotsuggestorrequirechangein
the child's movement' In contrast' both doing math '

ilil;pufting the token in a pocketarebehav-

iorai events because"the environment both prompts the

';ft; ;1;"s and is then changed bv them' (Johnston

& PennYPacke t 1993a' P' 24)

Behavior is movement' regardless-of.scale; hence the

pwlJ*'i*p1orci*' in spaci through tirne' In addition

to excluding statlc states of the organism' the definition

i""t ""tf"iude 
bodily movements nr.o{rced by the ac-

;it" 
"il";;pendent 

physical forces as behavioral events'

i*r#;il:ru't"*:a:L?'J'ilHf'f,T;;""'I,:'*
and organisms move similarly' Bjgry" be accom-

plished only bY tivine organisffill
whether movement rsTehavior is to apply the dead man

test: ,.If a dead rnu" "* Jo iL it ain'ttehavior'fiElTi
ffi il;t;;, then it is behavior" (Malou & Trojan

iuur"r, ZOO+, p.9)' So, although being knocked down

l; ;r";g windls not behavior (a dead man 
-would 

also be

;i; &er), movins arms ano !10;.i1,front 
of one's

iul",irr"ting and roliing, and yelling "Whoa!" as one is

being blown over are behaviors'2

The disptacement in space through time pbrase also

highlights the properties of behavior most amenable to

measurement. Johnston and Pennypacker (1993a) re-

r"."otothesefundamentalpropertiesbywhichbehav-
io,"unbemeasuredastemporallocus(whenintimea
sfecified behavior occurs), iemporal extent (the duration

o? u giu"n behavioral event), ind repeatabiliry (hefre-

qo"n""y with which a specified. behavior occurs over

i-"j."fn" methods usedby applief 9"hT- analvsts to

measure those properti"t ut" o;tuited in chapter 4'

Acknowledging that the last phrase of the defini-

tion-that results ii a measurable change in at least onf-

aspect of the environment-is somewhat redundant' John-

,,Jn und p"nnypacker (1993a) noted that it emphasizes an

i.pot,unt quAif,"' toi tire scientific study of behavior'

Because the organism cannot be separated from an envi-

ronment and because behavior is the relation between

organism and environment' it is impossible for a behav-

ioral event not to influence the environment in some

way, ' . . This is an important methodological point be-

cause it says that behavior must be detected and mea-

;; i" rfus of its effects on the environment' (p' 27)

with same function
the sarne

classes is oPen to re-

sponses of widely varying form (e.g.' there are manY

ways to oPen a bag of Peanuts), whereas the topograph-

ical variation among members of other response classes

is linited (e.g., a person's signature' grip on a golfclub).

Another reason underscorrng the importance of

a functional analysis of behavior over a structural or

i
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3MoEt behavior analYsts use the word behavior both as a mass noun to

refer to the suQect matter of the field in general or a certain tYPe or class

of behavior (e.g.' oPerant behavior, studY behavior) and as a count noun to

refer to sPecific instances (e'g.' two aggressive behaviors). The word

behavior is oflen implied and unnecessary to snte. We agree with Friman's

2odgen LindsleY originated the dead man test in the mid-1960s as a way (2004) recommendation that, "lf the object of our interest is hitting and

to help teachers determine whether they were targeting real behaviors for spitting, let's just saY 'hitting' and 'spitting.' SubsequentlY, when we are

measurement and
gath:ring our

quiet."

change as opposed to inanimate states such as "being
(p. t05).

thoughts with a collective term' we can call them behaviors"



description is that two responses of the
can be vastly different behaviors de-

the controlling variables. For example,
fire while looking rhe letters, .f-i-r-e,

t behavior fi'om yelling,,Fire!,, when
or seeing flames in a erowded theatre.

analysts use the term repertoire in at least
rs sometimes used to refer to all of

a can do. More

latter sense, each person has acquired or
repetoires, For example, each of us has

of behaviors appropriate for informal social
that differs somewhat (or a lot) from the be_

use to navigate formal situations. And each
repertoires with respect to language skills,

, everyday routines, recreation, and so on.
complete your study of this text, your reper-

ledge and skills in applied behavior analy-
enriched

occurs within an environmental
be in an environmental

and Pennypacker (1993a) offered the
definition of environmenf and two critical im_
ofthat definition for a science ofbehavior:

' refers to the conglomerate of real circum-
in which the organism or referenced part of the

exists. A simple way to summarize its coVerage
l'everything except the moving parts ofthe organism

ln the behavior," One important
only real physical events are included.

Another very important consequence of this con-
of the behaviorally relevant environment is

can include other aspects of the organism. That
environment for a particular behavior can in_

not only the organism,s external
even ts inside its skin. For instance, scratch-

our skin is presumably under control of the exter-
visual stimulus provided by your body, particularly
part being scratched, as well as the stimulation
we cal
types

control. This means that the skin is not an
lmportant boundary in the

laws, although it can

28)
onal chal lenges to discovering those laws

environment is a complex, dynamic universe of

I itching, which lies inside the skin. In fact,
of stimulation very often contribute to be-

that differs from instance to instance. When be-

4Although. the concepts of stimulus and response have proven useful for
conceptual, experimental, and applied analyies of behavior, it is important
to recognize that stirnuli and responses do not exist as discrete events in na_
ture, Stimuli and responses are detectable ,,slices,,of 

the continuous and
ever-changing interaction between an organism ancl its environment cho_
sen by s.cientists and practitioners becauie they have proven useful in un_

l:1-lT"'lC and changing behavior. However, the slices imposed by the
Dehavlor analyst may not parallel naturally occuning divisions.
sRespondent 

conditioning ancl the operant principles mentioned here are in_
troduced later iu this chapter.
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havior analysts describe particular aspects of the envi_
ronmen t, they talk in terms of stimulus conditions orsay- events.4 A good definition of stimulus is ,,an enefgy

is a chan
ceils" (Mich ael, 2004, p.
tems that detect stimulus

7). Humans have receptor sys-
changes occurring outside and

often the term

to particular setti{rgs or

context; be-
void or vac-

implication

understanding
certainly provide

inside the body. EJteroceptors are sense organs that de_
tect external stimuli and enable vision, hearing, olfac_
tion, taste, and cutaneous touch. Two types of sense
organs sensitive to stimulus changes within the body are
itxteroceptors, which are sensitive to sii-muli originating
in the viscera (e.g., feeling a stomach ache), ana pi
prioceptors, which enable the kinesthetic and vestibu_
lar senses of movement and balance. Applied behavior
analysts most often study the effects of stimulus changes
that occur outside the body stimulus conditions
and events are not only more accessible to obs ervatl0n
and manipulation than are intemal conditions, but also
they @ysical and social world in
which people live.-.----."-----..----------..--..-.-..--.--.-.-..""..----

The environment influences behavior primarily by
stimulus change and not static stimulus conditions. Ai
Michael (2004) noted, when behavior analysts speak of
the presentation or occurrence of a stimulus, thiy usu_
ally mean stimulus change,

For example, in respondent conditioning the conditioned
stimulus may be referred to as a tone. However, the rele_
vant event is actually a change from the absence of tone
to the tone sounding. . . , and although this is usually
understood without having to be mentioned, it can be
overlooked in the analysis of more complex phenomena.
Operant discriminative stimuli, conditioned reinforcers,
conditioned punishers, and conditioned motivative vari_
ables are also usually important as stimulus changes, not
static conditions (Michad, 2004, pp.7_g).5

Stimulus events can be described formally (by their
physigdje4tures), tempqlAlly (by when they occur with
respect to a behavior of interest), and functionallv (bv
their effects on behavior ). Behavior analysts used the terrn

features but \ stimulus cla.ss to refer to any group of stimuli a
set of common ln one or more of

l
l;.
,J,,l'a

I
f
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Formal Dfinensions of Stinluli
Behavior analysts often describe' measure' and manipu-

late stimuli according to their formal dimensions' such

as size, color, intensity, *"igt't' and spatial position rel-

ative to other objects' Stimuti can be nonsocial (e'g'' a

,"Jireitr, ;htgrr-pitchJ sound) or social (e'g" a friend

asking, "Want some more peanuts?")'

TemPoral Loci of Stimuli

Because behavior and the environmental conditions that

influence it occur within and across time, the temPoral lo-

cation of stimulus changes is important.In particular, be-

havior is affected bY stimulus changes that occur prior to

and immediatelY after the behavior' The term anlecedent

refers to
to the behavior interest.

cannot o€cur rn an environmental

void or vacuum' every response takes Place in the context

of a Particular situation or set of antecedent conditions

These antecedent events play a critical Part in learning

and motivation, and theY do so inespective of whether

the learner or someone in the role of behavior analYst or

rcacher has Planned or is even aware of them.

that are immediate and relevant to cllrrent motivational

;;;:#-;ignificant influence on future behavior; other

;;."G;;r" huu" little effect' consequences combine

*i,f. 
"ii"""Oent 

conditions to determine what is learned'

eg.i",iftit is true whether the individual or someone try-

i""t a'*tte his behavior is aware of or systematically

plans the consequences'

Likeantecedentstimulusevents'consequencesmay
also be social or nonsocial events' Table 2'i shows ex-

u-pf", of various combinations of^social and nonsocial

antecedent and consequent events for four behaviors'

For example, just some of the functionally relevant an-

;;;il^n;; student's performance on a timed,math

;;;;;ti""lude the foliowing: the amount of sleep the

,i"l."irt"a the night before; the temperature' lighting'

and seating affangements in the classroom; the teacher

r"*"ii"g ,ft" cla-ss that students who beat their personal

;;;; on the test will get a free homework pass;

urJirt" tp".iftc type, format, and sequence of math

pr"ui"il"" ,tte iest. gach of those antecedent variables

iand others) has the potential to exert a great deal' a lit-

i", .. t" 
"*fceable 

effect on performance as a function

oiifr" ,tuO"rlt's experiences with respect to a particular

unr"""a"nt. (Heward & Silvestri' 2005' p' 1135)

Beiavioral Functiorts
of Stimulus Changes

Some stimulus changes exert immediate and powerful

"""o"roverbehavior,whereasothershavedelayedef-;;;;;;t "" 
apparent effect' Even though we can and often

Oo a"r"tiU" stimuti by their physical characteristics (e'g"

m" pi .i-, 
""0 

JeciUeitevet o' a ton", rhe topography of a

n"..on'rhandandarmmovements)'stimuluschanges
;;;;;;; best through a functional analvsis of their

;i; on behavior' For &ample' the same decibel tone

that functions in one environment and set of conditions

;r ;;;omp, for checking the clothes in the drver mav

function as a warnlng signal to fasten a seat belt in an-

"iii", 
*ti"g or situation; the same hand and arm motion

;h"r;;odut;s a smile and a "Hi" from another person in

on" t"t of conditions receives a scowl and obscene ges-

ture in another,

Stimulus changes can have one or both of two basic

kinds of functions or effects on behavior: (a) an imme-

Oiut" Uut temporary effect of increasing or decreasing the

"urr.nt 
ft*qo"n.y of tn" Uehavior' and/or (b) a delayed but

relatively permanent effect in terms of the frequency of

th" ,# of behavior in the future (Michael' 1995)' For

;;;;;i", a sudden downpour on a cloudy day is likelv

to in"Lase immediately the frequency of all.behavior that

has resulted in the person succeJsfully escaping rain in the

Tible 2.1 Antecedent (Situation) and.

a-ComOination ol Social and Nonsocial

Situation

Drink machine

Five cups on table

Friend saYs "turn left"

Friend asks "What time is lt?"

From "lndividual Behavior, Culture, and Social Change"

ConsequentEventsCanBeNonsocial(ltalicized)'Social(Boldface)'or

Response
Consequence

Deposit coins Cold drink

"One-two-three-four'f ive cups" Teacher nods and smiles

Turn left Arrive at destination

"Six-lifteen"
Friend saYs "Thanks"

for Behavior Analysis, Used bY permission.

by S. S. Glenn, 2004, The Behavior Anal4st, 27, P,136'Copyright 2004 bY the Associatlon



past, such as running for cover under an awning or pulling
herjacket over her head. If the person had decided not to
carry her umbrella just before leaving the house, the
downpour may decrease the frequency of that behavior on
cloudy days in the future. 

t
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survival value to the species. Each member of a given
spec]T comes equipped with the same repertoire of un_
conditioned (or unlearned) reflexes. {Eflexes provide the
organism with a set of built-in responses to specific stim_
uli; these are behaviors the individual organism would
not have time to learn, Table 2.2 shows examples of re_
flexes common to humans,

Respondent Behavior
All intact organisms enter the world able to respond in
predictable ways to certain stimuli; no learning is re_
quired. These ready-made behaviors protect against
harmful stimuli (e.g., eyes watering and blinking to re_
move particles on the cornea), help regulate the internal
balance and economy of the organism (e.g., changes in
heart rate and respiration in response to changes in tem_
perafure and activity levels), and promote reproduction
(e.g., sexual arousal). Each of these stimulus_resDonse
g!@s, called a reflex, is part of the Grnisrn$h-ffi
endowment, a product of natural evolution because of its

The I.gppgn_q.-e_-c-.o;pp_qqqqt=of the stimulus-response
reflex is called respondent behavior nespelCet!-le
hayior is defined as behavior that is elicited

occur every time. However, @s is
pres"nted repeatedly o e, the
strength ormagnitude of the response will diminish, and
ln some cases the response may not occur at all. This

le 2.2 Examples of Unconditioned Human Reflexes Susceptible to Respondent Conditioning

stimulus U nconditioned res ponse Type of effector

sound or touch to cornea

stimulus under lid or chemical
(smoke)

to nasal mucosa

to throat

temperature

temperature

sound

in mouth

e food in stomach

stimulus to hand or foot

stimulus that is painful or very
or very unusual

Eye blink (lid closes)

Lachrimal gland secretion
(eyes watering)

Sneezing

Coughing

Shivering, surface vasoconstriction

Sweating, su rface vasodilation

Contraction of tensor tympani and
stapedius muscles (reduces amplitude
of ear drum vibrations)

Salivation

Vomiting

Hand or Qot withdrawal

Activation syndrome-all of the following:

Heart rate increase

Adrenaline secretion

Liver release of sugar into bloodstream

Constriction of visceral blood vessels

Dilation of blood vessels in skeletal
muscles

Galvanic skin response (GSR)

Pupillary dilation (and many more)

Striped muscle

Gland (duct)

Striped and smooth muscle

Striped and smooth muscle

Striped and smooth muscle

Gland, smooth muscle

Stfiped muscles

Gland

Striped and smooth muscle

Striped muscle

Cardiac muscle

Gland (ductless)

Gland (duct)

Smooth muscle

Smooth muscle

Gland (duct)

Smooth muscle

Principles ol Behavior
Analysis, Kalamazoo, Ml

Analysis (rev. ed.) by J. L. Michaet, 2004, pp. 1 G-1 1. Copyright 2004 by Society for the Advancement of
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process of gjadually diminishing response strength is

known as habituation.

Re s 7c orr dernt C otlditiottirtg

repeatedlY in the absence of the unconditioned stimu-

lus. For examPle, if the sound of the metronome was

presented rePeatedlY without being accomPanied or fol-

lowed by food, it wou ld graduallY lose its abilitY to

elicit salivation of
stimulus wi out ned

sno

most with the Russ ian physiologist Ivan its the condi tioned se is called

Petrovich Pavlov (1849*1936) 6 while studying the di-

gestive system of dogs, Pavlov noticed that the animals

salivated everY time his laboratorY assistant opened the

cage door to feed them. Dogs do not naturallY salivate at

the sight of someone in a lab coat, but in Pavlov's labo-

ratorY theY consistently salivated when the door was

opened. His curiosity aroused, Pavlov (1927) designed

and conducted an historic series of exPeriments The re-

sult of this work was the experimental demonstratton of

respondent conditioning
Pavlov stdrted a metronome just an instant be-

fore feeding the dogs. Prior to being exposed to this

riitnurot-tti*utus pairingprocedure' food in. the mouth'

an unconditioned stimuloT (US), elicited salivation' but

the sound of the metronome' a neutral stimulus (NS)'

JiA nor. After experiencing several trials consisting of the

r"r^J 
"f 

rrt" meironome iollowed by the presentation of

food, the dogs began salivating in response to the sound

of the metronome. The metronome had thus become a

conditioned stimulus (CS), and a conditioned reflex

*"t 
"t,"Ufithed.? 

Respondent conditioning is most ef-

fective when the NS is presented immediately before or

simultaneous with the US' However' some conditioning

effects can sometimes be achieved with considerable

delay between the onset of the NS and the onset of the

US, una even with backward conditioning in which the

US precedes the NS.

Respondent Extinction
Pavlov also discovered that once a conditioned reflex

was established, it would weaken and eventually cease

altogether if the conditioned stimulus was presented

New can ulre

Called ondent
ls as

to elicit
this tYPe of learning t

a CS capable of eliciting blinking'
The form, or topography' of respondent behaviors

changes little, if at ali, during a person's lifetime' There

are tio exceptions: (a) Certain reflexes disappear with

rnututity, ,o.h u, that of grasping an object placed in

tfr" pA* of the hand, a reflex usually not seen after

the age of 3 months (Bijou &Baet,1965);.and (b) sev-

eral inconditioned reflexes first appear later in life'

such as those related to sexual arousal and reproduc-

ii*. Uo*"uer, during a person's lifetime an infinite

,ung" of stimuli that were previously neYjlal (e'9" the

higt-pitched whine of the dentist's drill) can come

to elicit respondents (i.e', increased heartbeat and

perspiration).r - 
h."rpond"nts make up a small percentage of the

behaviois typically of interest to the apptied behavior

analyst. As Skinner (1953) pointed out' "Reflexes' con-

Jition.A or otherwise, are mainly concerned with the in-

i"tnuf pnytiology of the organism' We are most often

i;;;t;td, nowever, in behavior which has some effect

il;;;;" sunounding world" (p' 59)' It is this latter type

of behavior, and the prpcess by which it is learned' thal

we will now examine.
tion of these variables.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of
respondent conditioning and respondent
extinction. The top panel shows an uncondi-
tioned reflex: a puff of air (unconditioned
stimulus, or US) elicits an eye blink (an
unconditioned response, or UR). Before
conditioning, a clicking sound (a neutral
stimulus, or NS) has no effect on eye
blinking. Respondent conditioning consists
of a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure
in which the clicking sound is presented
repeatedly just prior to, or simultaneously
with, the air putf. The product of respondent
conditioning is a conditioned reflex (CR): ln
this case the clicking sound has become a
conditioned stimulus (CS)that eticits an eye
blink when presented alone. The bottom two
panels illustrate the procedure and outcome
of respondent extinction: Repeated presen-
tations of the CS alone gradually weaken its
ability to elicit eye blinking to the point
where the CS eventually becomes an NS
again, The unconditioned reflex remains
unchanged before, during, and after respon-
dent conditioning.

--------------)

Extlnction

Extinction

(clicking sound)

CS

(clicking sound)

u
cs

(clicking sound) ---;
u
cs

(clicking sound)

'tl
(more trials)

US
(atr puff;

CR (eye blink)

CR (eye bllnk)

CR (eye bltnk)

UR (eye blink)

no eye bllnkNS
(clicking sound)

Behavior
a crib moves her hands and arms, setting in

dangling above. The baby is literally op-
her environment, and the mobile's movement

sounds-stimulus changes produced by the
at the toy with her hands-are imrqediate
of her behavior. Her movements are con-

changing as a result ofthose consequences.
of a species whose only way of interacting

world is a genetically determined fixed set of
would find it difficult to survive, let alone
complex environment that differed from the

in which their distant ancestors evolved. Al-
respondent behavior comprises a critically im-

of 'hardwired" responses, respondent behavior
provide an organism with the ability to learn

consequences of its actions. An organism whose
is unchanged by its effects on th; environment

Fortunately, in a{dition to her repertoire of geneti-
cally inherited respondent behaviors, our baby entered her
world with some Wgglnryltte! lehavior that is highly mal-
leable and susceptible to change through its consequences.
This type of behavior, called operant behavior, enables
the baby over the course of her life to learn novel, in-
creasingly complex responses to an ever-changing world.s

rs behavior whose future fre-

sThe velb ezit is used in conjunction with operant behavior, Its use fits in
well with the definition ofoperant behavior, allowing reference to the con-
sequences of behavior as the major controlling variables. The verb eljcir is
inappropriate to use with operant behavior because it implies that an an-
tecedent stimulus has primary control of the behavior.

unable to adapt to a changing one.
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conditions.

Allowing water to pass over one's hands can perhaps be

uJ"quutJty describid as topography' but "washing one's

hands" is an "operant" defined by the fact that' when

on" has behaved this way in the past' one's hands have

become clean-a 
"ofOition 

which has become reinforc-

ing u""uor", say, it has minimized a threat of criticism

oriontagion. Behavior of precisely the 
sT: topography

would UJ part of another operant if the reinforcement

had consisted of simple stilnulation (e'g'' "tickling") of

the hands or the evocation of imitative behavior in a

child whom one is teaching to wash his hands' (p' I27)

Table 2.3 compares and contrasts defining features

una t"i characteristics of respondent behavior and oper-

ant behavior.

ceptual parallel to Darwin's (187211958) naturai selec

tionintheevolutionaryhistoryofaspecies(plrylogeny
In response to the question, "Why do giraffes have lon

n""rcf" Baum (1994) gave this excellent descripdon c

natural selection:

Darwin's great contribution was to see that a relativell

simple me-chanism could help explain why phylogeny

follfwed the particular course it did' The explanation

aUout giraftes' necks requires reference to the births'

lives, ind deaths of countiess giraffes and giraffe an-

cestors over many millions of years' ' ' ' Within any

population of organisms, individuals vary' They vary

iuitty U""uure oi environmental factors (e'g'' nutri-

iion), anO also because of genetic inheritance' Among

the giraffe ancestors that lived in what is now the

Serengeti Plain, for instance' variation in genes mean

that sJme had shorter necks and some had longer

necks. As the climate gradually changed however' ne'

ialler types of vegetation becarne more frequent' The

girufftun."rto.,ihut had longer necks' being able to

ieach higher, got a little more to eat' Qn the average' I

a result, they were a tittle healthier' resisted disease a

little better' evaded predators a little better-on the a'

"rug". 
Any one inOividual with a longer neck may ha

diel without offspring, but on the average longer-

necked individuals had more offspring' which tended

on the average to survive a little better and produce

more offspring. As longer necks became more fre-

lu"n,, n"t ge-netic combinations occurred' with the t

,ut, rhut some offspring had still longer necks than

those before, and they did still better" As the longer-

necked giraffes continued to out-reproduce the shortt

necked ones, the average neck length of the whole

poPulation grew. (P' 52)

Just as natural selection requires a population

individual organisms with varied physical features (e

gituff", witli necks of different lengths)' operdnt

lection by consequences requires variation in beh;

ior. Those behaviors that produce the most favora

outcomes are selected and "survive"' which leads t

more adaptive repertoire' Natural selection has 
'

Oo*"a humans *ith un initial population of uncc

mitted behavior (e.g., babies babbling and moving tl

ii*U, uuout) ttrat ii highly malleable and suscepti

io the influence of the consequences that follow it'

Glenn (2004) noted,

By outfitting humans with a largely uncommitted bel

ioral repertoire, natural selection gave our species a I'

leash for local behavioral adaptations' But the uncon

mitted repertoire of humans would be lethal without

the . . . susceptibility of human behavior to operanf st

lection. Although this behavioral characteristic is sha

by many species' humans appear to be most exquisitr

sensitive to behavioral contingencies of selection'

(Schwartz, I91 4, P. 139)

S election bY Con:s e quence s

Humanbehavioristhejointproductof(i)thecontingen-
cies of survival responslble for the natural selection of

the species and (iiithe contingencies of reinforcement

responsible for the repertoires acquired by its members'

i""iJitg (iii) ttre ,p""iul contingencies maintained by

the social environment' lUltimately' of course' it is all a

matterofnaturalselection,sinceoperantconditioningis
an evolved process' of which cultural practices are spe-

cial applications'l 
-B. 

F. skinner (1981, p. 502)

Skinner's discovery and subsequent elucidation ofoper-

ant selection by consequences have rightly been called

ii.".rolotionury; and "the bedrock on which other behav-

ioral principles rest" (Glenn, 2004'p' 134)' Selection by

"orrr*qu"tt"es 
"anchors a new paradigm in the life sci-

"n.", 
irlo*n as selectionisrz' A basic tenet of this posi-

tionisthatallformsoflife,fromsinglecellstocomplex
cultures, evolve as a result of selection with respect to

fo*tion' (Pennypacket, !994, pp' l2-I3)'
Selection by consequences operates during the life-

timeoftheindividualorganism(ontogeny)andisacon-
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Table 2.3 Comparing and Contrasting Defining Features and Key Characteristics of Respondent
and Operant Behavior

Characteristicsorfeatures Respondentbehavior Operant behavior

Definition

Basic unit

Examples

Behavior elicited by antecedent stimuli.

Reflex: an antecedent stimulus elicits a par-
ticular response (S-R),

Newborn's grasping and suckling to touch; pupil
constriction to bright light; cough/gag to irritation
in throat; salivation at smell of food; withdrawing
hand from painful stimulus;sexual arousalto
stimulation.

Primarily smooth muscles and glands (adrena-
line squirt); sometimes striated (skeletal) mus-
cles (e.9., knee-jerk to tap just below patella).

Behavior selected by its consequences.

Operant response class: A group of responses
all of which produce the same effect on the
environment; described by three{erm contin-
gency relation of antecedent stimulus condi-
tions, behavior, and consequence (A-B-C),

Talking, walking, playing the piano, riding a
bike, counting change, baking a pie, hitting a
curveball, laughing at a joke, thinking about a
grandparent, reading this book.

Primarily striated (skeletal) muscles; sometimes
smooth muscles and glands.

parts (effectors) that
often produce the

(not a defining

or usefulness for
ual organism

or usefulness
species

process

limits

Maintains internal economy of the'organism;
provides a set of "ready-made" survival re-
sponses the organism would not have time
to learn.

Promotes continuation of species indirectly
(protective reflexes help individuals survive to
reproductive age) and directly (reflexes related
to reproduction).

Respondent (also called, classical or Pavlovian)
conditioning: Through a stimulus-stimulus pair-
ing procedure in which a neutral stimulus (NS)
presented just prior to or simultaneous with an
unconditioned (US) or conditioned (CS) eliciting
stimulus, the NS becomes a CS that elicits the
response and a conditioned retlex is created.
(See Figure 2,1)

Topography and function of respondents deter-
mined by naturalevolution of species (phylogeny).
All biologically intact members of a species
possess the same set of unconditioned reflexes.
Although new forms of respondent behavior are
not learned, an infinite.qumber of conditioned
reflexes may emerge in-an individual's repertoire
depending on the stimulus-stimulus pairing he
has experienced (ontogeny).

Enables effective interaction and adaptation in
an ever-changing environment that could not be
anticipated by evolution.

lndividuals whose behavior is most sensitive to
consequences are more likely to survive and
reproduce.

Operant conditioning: Some stimulus changes
immediately following a response increase (re-
inforcement) or decrease (punishment) the
future frequency of similar responses under
similar conditions. Previously neutral stim-
ulus changes become conditioned reinforcers
or punishers as result of stimulus-stimulus
pairing with other reinforcers or punishers.

Topography and function of each person's
repertoire of operant behaviors are selected by
consequences during the individual's lifetime
(ontogeny). New and more complex.operant re-
sponse classes can emerge. Flesponse prod-
ucts of some human operants (e.9., airplanes)
enable some behaviors not possible by anatom-
ical structure alone (e.9., flying),

t Conditioning
Operant conditioning may be seen everywhere in the

i'and the highest refinements of creative

multifarious activities of human beings from birth until
death. . . . It is present in our most delicate discrimina-
ttons and our subtlest skills; in our earliest crude habits

Operant conditioning refers to the process and se-
lective effects of consequences on behavior.e From an
operant conditioning perspective a functional conse-
quence is a stimulus change that follows a given behavior

eUnless otherwise noted, the term behavior will refer to operant
behavior throughout the remainder of the text.Keller and Schoenfeld (1950, p. 64)

thought.
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in a relatively immediate temporal sequence and alters

the frequency of that type ofbehavior in the future' "In

operant conditioning we 'strengthen' an operant in the

sense of making a ,"sporrre moie probable or, in actual

fact, more freqJent" (Skinner, 1953, p' 65)' If the move-

ment and .oond, produced by the baby's batting at the

mobile with her hands increase the frequency of hand

movements in the direction of the toy, operant condi-

tioning has oceurred.
When operant conditioning consists of an increase

in re-sponse fiequency, reinforcement has taken place, and

the consequence responsible, in this case the movement

and sound of the mobile, would be called a reinforcer'l0

Although operant conditioning is used most often to refer

to the "strengthening" effects of reinforcement, as Skin-

ner described earlier, it also encompasses the principle

of punishment. If the mobile's movement and musical

sounds resulted in a decrease in the baby's frequency of

moving it with her hands, punisltment has occurred, and

the mobile's movement and sound would be called puni'
shers. Before we examine the principles of reinforce-

ment and punishment further, it is important to identify

several impoftant qualifications concerning how conse-

quences affect behavior.

ments with the former responses to produce the same

consequence

Reinforcement strengthens iesponses which differ in

topography from the response reinforced' When we rern-

for"""pi"tting a lever, for example' or saying Hello' re-

,ponr"t differing quite widely in topography grow more

probable' This is a characteristic ofbehavior which has

itrong survival value , . ' , since it would be very hard

for an organism to acquire an effective repertoire ifrein-

for""meit strengthened only identical responses' (Skin-

ne\1969, P' 131)

These topographicaliy different, but functionally

*i*ht, ,"rp*t!t comprise an operant 
^response 

class'

fnJ""a, "u" operant is a class of acts all of which have the

same environmental effect" (Baum, 1994'p' 75)' It is the

r"rpont" class that is strengthened or weakened by op-

Lrant conditioning. The concept of response class is "im-

pfi"O *tt"" it is 
-said 

that reinforcement increases the

il;";" frequency of the type of behavior that immedi-

"i"iy 
pt"""Oed the reinforcement" (Michael' 2004'p'9)'

Rni, u, will be shown in later chapters, the concept of re-

,pont. class is a key to the development and elaboration

of new behavior.
Ifconsequences (or natural evolution) selected only

a very nalrow range of responses (or genotypes)' the ef-

fect would "tend toward uniformity and a perfection of

sorts" (Moxkey,2004, p. 110) that would place the be-

havior ior species; at risk of extinction should the envi-

ronment change. For example, if the mobile's movement

and sound reinforced only arm and hand movements that

fell within an exact and narrow range of motion and no

similar movements survived, the baby would be unable

to contact that reinforcement if one day her mother

mounted the mobile in a different location above the crib'

Immediate Cons e quences
H av e th e Greatest Effect

Behavior is most sensitive to stimulus changes that occur

immediatety after, or wittrin a few seconds of, the responses'

It is essential to emphasize the importance of the imme-

diacy of reinforcement. Events that are delayed more

thana few seconds after the responso do not directly in'

crease its future frequency' When human behavior is ap-

parently affected bylong-delayed consequences' the

ihangeis accomplished by virtue of the human's com-

plexiocial and verbal hisiory, and should notbe thought

of u, un instance of the simple strengthening of behavior

by reinforcement. . . . [As with reinforcement'] the

longer the time delay between the occurrence of the re-

,po-nr" and the occurrence of the stimulus change (be-.

iir*n n and SP), the less e.ffective the punishment will

be in changing the relevant response frequency' but not

Consequences Can Affect OnIy Future B ehavior

Consequences affect only future behavior. Specifi.cally, a

behavioral consequence affects the relative frequency

with which similar responses will be emitted in the future

under similar stimulus conditions. This point may seem

too obvious to merit mention because it is both logically
and physically impossible for a consequent event to af'-

fect a behavior that preceded it, when that behavior is

over before the consequent event occurs, Nevertheless,

the statement "behavior is controlled by its conse-

quences" raises the question. (See Box 2.1 fot further
discussion of this apparent logical fallacy.)

Cons equence s S elect Resp ons e Class es,

N o t lndividual Resp ons es

Responses emitted because of the effects of reinforce-
ment of previous responses will differ slightly from the

previous responses but will share enough common ele-

roskinner (1966) used rate of responding as the fundamental datum for his

research. To strengthen
rate (or frequency) is not the only measurable

it more frequent. However'

and malleable dimension of
an operant is to make

behavior. As we will see in Chapters 3 and 4, sometimes the duration, la-
tency, magnitude,
importance.

and/or topography of behavior changes are of pragmatic
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Box 2.1
When the Phone Rings:

A Dialogue about Stirrruft.rs Control
The professor was ready to move on to his next point, Most of the Class: Yah, that's right!
but a raised hand in the front row caught his attention' professor: (with a wry smile) Ail of you are cor-
Professor: Yes? rect. . . . So too am I.

Student: You say that operant behavior, like talking,
wdting, running, reading, driving a car, most every-
thing we do-you say all of those behaviors are con-
trolled by their consequences, by things that happen
afier the response was emitted?

Professor: Yes, I said that. Yes.

Student: Well,I have a hard time with that. When my
telephone rings and I pick up the receiver, that's an
operant response, right? I mean, answering the
phone when it rings certainly didn't evolve geneti-
cally as a reflex to help our species survive. So, we

. are talking about operant behavior, conect?

Professor: Correct.

Student: All right then, How can we say that my pick-
ing up my telephone is controlled by its conse-
quence? I pick up the phone because it is ringing,
So does everybody else. Ringing controls the re-
sponse. And ringing can't be a consequence because
it comes before the response.

The professor hesitated with his reply just long enough

for the student to believe himself the hero, nailing a
professor for pontificating about some theoretical
concept rvith little or no relevance to the everyday
real world. Simultaneously sensing victory, other
students began to pile on with their comments.

Another Student: How about stepping on the brake
when you see a stop sign? The sign controls the
braking response, and that's not a consequence
either. \

A Student from the Back of the Room: And take a com-
mon classroom example. When a kid sees the prob-
lem 2 + 2 on his worksheet and he writes 4, the
response of writing 4 has to be controlled by the wrir

. ten problem itself. Otherwise, how could anyone learn
the correct answers to any question or problem?

Someone EIse in the Class: What do you mean?

Professor: That was exactly my next point, and I was
hoping you would pick up on it. (The professor
smiled a thank you at the student who had started
the discussion and went on.) All around us, every
day, we are exposed to thousands of changing stim-
ulus conditions. All of the situations you've de-
scribed are excellent examples of what behavior
analysts call stimulus control, When the frequency
of a given behavior is higher in the presence of a

given stimulus than when that stimulus is absent, we
say that stimulus control is at work. Stimulus control
is a very important and useful principle in behavior
analysis, and it will be the subject of much discus-
sion this semester.

But, and here's the important point: A dis-
criminative stimulus, the antecedent event that
comes before the response of interest, acquires its
ability to control a particular response class because
it has been associated with certain consequences in
the past. So it is not just the sound of the phone's
ring that causes you to pick up the receiver. It is the
fact that in the past answering the phone when it
was ringing was followed by a person's voice. It's
that person talking to you, the consequence of pick-
ing up the receipr, that really controlled the be-
havior in the first place, but you pick up the phone
only when you hear it ringing. Why? Because you
have learned that there's someone on the other end
only when the phone's ringing. So we can still speak
of consequences as having the ultimate control in
terms of controlling operant behavior, but by being
paired with differential consequences, antecedent
stimuli can indicate what kind of consequence is
likely. This concept is called the three-term contin-
gency, and its understanding, analysis, and manip-
ulation is central to applied behavior analysis.



much is known about upper limits. (Michael, 3004, p.
110, 36 emphasis in original, words in bracke-s added)

C o ns e qu en ce s S el ect Any B ehav i or

Reinforcement and punishment are "equal opportunity"
selectors. No logical or healthy or (in the long:un) adap-
tive connection between a behavior and the corsequence
that functions to strengthen or weaken it is recessary,
Any behavior that immediately precedes rein:brcement
(or punishment) will be increased (or decrease.d).

It is the temporal relation between behavicr and con_
sequence that is functional, not the topographi,:al or log_
ical ones. "So far as the organism is concernec, the oniy
important propefty of the contingency is temporal. The
reinforcer simply follows the response. Hcw this is
brought about does not matter" (Skinner, 1953, p. g5,
emphasis in original). The arbitrary nature of "vhictr be_
haviors are reinforced (or punished) in operant condi_
tioning is exemplified by the appearance of idiosyncratic
behaviors that have no apparent purpose or function. An
example is the superstitious foutine of a poLer player
who taps and arranges his cards in a peculiar fashi,on be_
cause similar movements in the past were fo,lowed by
winning hands.

0p erant Conditioning 0 ccurs Autom ffiically
Operant conditioning does not require a persor's aware-
nqss. 'A reinforcing connection need not be cbvious to
the individual [whose behavior is] reinforced" (Skinner,
1953, p. 75, words in brackets added). This itatement
refers to the automaticity of reinforcement; that is, be_
havior is modified by its consequences regardless of
whether the individual is aware that she is being re_
inforced.ll A person does not have to understand.or
verbalize the relation between her behavirr and a
conseQuence, or even know that a consequence has oc_
curred, for reinforcement to "work."

closely in time by a stimulus event and as a result the flt-
ture frequency of that type of behavior increases in sim-

ilar conditions, reinforcement has taken place.r2

Sometimes the delivery of just one reinforcer results in
significant behavior change, although rnost often several

responses must be followed by reinforcement before sig-
nificant conditioning will occur.

Most stimulus changes that function as reinforcers

can be described operationally as either (a) a new stim-
ulus added to the environment (or increased in intensity),
or (b) an already present stimulus removed from the en-

vironment (or reduced in intensity).1' These two opera-

tions provide for two forms of reinforcement, called
positive and negative (see Figwe 2'2)'

Positive reinforcement occurs when a behavior is

fqilowed immediately by the presentation of a stimulus

unh, as a result, occurs more often in the future. Our
baby's increased frequency of batting the mobile with
her hands, when doing so produces movement and music,

is an example of positive reinforcernent. Likewise, a

child's independent play is reinforced when it increases

as a result of his parent's giving praise and attention when

he plays. Positive reinforcement and procedures for using

it to promote desired behaviors are described in detail in
Chapter 11.

When the frequency of a behavior increases because

past responses have resulted in the withdrawal or termi-

nation of a stimulus, the operation is called negative re-

inforcement. Skinner (1953) used the term aversive
stimulus to refer to, among other things, stimulus con-

ditions whose termination functioned as reinforcement.
Let us assume now that a parent programs the mobile to

automatically play music for a period of time. Let us also

assume that if the baby bats the mobile with hands or
feet, the music immediately stops for a few seconds. If the

baby bats the mobile more frequently when doing so ter-

minates the music, negative reinforcement is at work, and

the music can be called aversive.
Negative reinforcement is characterized by escape

or avoidance contingencies. The baby escaped the music

by striking the mobile with her hand. A person who jumps

out of the shower when water suddenly becomes too ho!

l2The basic effect of reinforcement is often described as increasing the

probability or strength of the behavior, and at times we use these phrases

also. [n most instances, however, we use frequency when referring to the

basic effect of operant conditioning, following Michael's (1995) rationale:
"I use frequency to refer to number of responses per unit time, or number

of response occurences relative to the number of opportunities for a re-

sponse. In this way I can avoid such terms as probability, likelihood and

strength when refening to behavior. The controlling variables for these

terms are problematic, and because of this, their use encourages a language

of intervening variables, or an implied reference to something other than

an observable aspect of behavior" (p,274).
r3Malott and Trojan Suarez (2004) referred to these two operations as

"stimulus addition" and "stimulus subtraction."

Reinforcement
Reinforcement is the most important principle of behav_
ior and a key element of most behavior change programs
designed by behavior analysrs (Flora, 2004;Noithup,
Vollmer, & Serrett, 1993).If a behavior is followed

ttAutomaticity of rcinforcement is a different concept from that rf a utomatic
reinforcement, which refers to responses producing their .,owr,, 

reinforce_
ment (e.g., scratching an insect bite). Automatic reinforcemeni is described
in Chapter 1 l.
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Figure 2.2 positive and negative re_
inforcement and positive anJnegative
punishment are defined by the ty:pe oi
stimulus change operation ttrat immeOi_
ately follows a behavior and the effect that
operation has on the future frequency of 

--

that type of.behavior.f
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Thinkabout how you would respond if someone askedyou (1) whether or nor you like negative r"infor""rn"nr,
also if you were asked (2) which you prefer, positive ornegative reinforcement. your answe.; ,h; d" question
should be thar you do indeed tit" n"guii;";inio.."_
ment, which consists of the removaf o, t"rrnlnution of anaversive condition that is already present. il;;;_negafive reinforcement refers only to tt," t".minaion ofithe sdmulus. In a laboratory procedure the stimulus
must, of course, be turned orand then ir,,"rrninrrion
can be made contingent upon the critical ,*p"".". N"
one wants an aversive stimulus turned on, but orrce it ison, its termination is usually desirable. yor*n"r*"r rothe second question should be that you 

"unn*.t 
oor"

X^Y:g::ing tfe specifics 
"f 

,h;;;;i;;;;;;"r"_
uve relnlorcement involved. The common error is to

choose positive reinforcement, but removal of a very se_vere pain would certainly be preferred over the presenta_
tion of a small monetary reward or an edible, unless thefood deprivation was very severe. (p. 32, italics and boldtype in original)

Negative reinforcement is examined in detail inChapter 12. Remembering that the te,rm reinforcentent
always means an increase in response rate and that themodifiers pa sitive and negative describe ,t . ,yp" of stirn_ulus change operation thit best 

"nururt"iir"s the conse_

:u::.. (i.e., adding or withdrawing a stimutus) shouldfacilitate the discrimination. of tfr" p'.i""ipi"s and appli_cation of positive an d ne gativ e r"inior""ri"nt.
After a behavior has been estaUtisnea with rein_forcement, it need not be reinforced 

"u.f, 
ilrn" it occurs.Many behaviors are maintained ar high f"u"i, Uy sched_ules of intermittent reinforfiemen, Cfi.pt", i: describes

,va1io1s 
schedules of reinforcement anti their ene"ts onbehavior. However, if reinforcem""t i* ,itifreld for allmembers of a previously reinforced ,"rponr" .fuss, a pro_

::i:T ::::g. ii l!:,9,i*if re of exrinct-ion, ir,L r,.q u"n.,
:l_:11:::i]ror wiil gradually decrease ro irs prerein_
rorcement .level or cease to occur altogether: Chapter 21describes the principle of extinction u'nJ ,ir" ,." of be_navtor change tactics based on extinction to decrease un_
desired behavior.

the overly hot water. Likew ise, when the fre-
of a student 's disruptive behavior increases as a

fesult of being sent to the principal, s office, negative re-
occurred. By acting out, the misbehav_,ing student escapes (or avoids altogether; depending on

the timing of his misbehavior) the aversive (to him) class-
activity

The concept of negative reinforcement has confused
many students of behavior analysis. Much of the confu-

can be traced to the inconsistent early history anddevelopment of the term and to psychology and education
and professors who have used the term inac-
The most common mistake is equating nega-

reinforcement with punishment. To help avoid the
, Michael (2004) suggested the following:

examples and discussions of ehe implications of lnaccurate repre-of principles of behavior and behaviorism in psychology andtextbooks, see Cameron (200s), Cooke ( 1984), Heward

Punishment
Punishment, like reinforcement, is defined functionally.
When a behavior is followed Uy a stimulus change thatdecreases the future fiequency o] that typ" oft"nuvior in
,liTtlii_::"Oitions, 

punishrnenil 
"r 

,"["" prace. Also,
lr_K€ lsrn^16..ement, punishment can be accomplished byeither of rwo types of stimulus change ope#ions. 1S"ethe bottom two boxes of Figure 2.2.)" '

ii

Negative punishmentPositive punishment

Negative Reinforcement
Positive Reinforcement

and Cooper (1992), and Todd and Morris (1983, t9g2).
(200s),



Although most behavior anaiysts support the defi-
nition of punishntent as a consequence that decreases

the future frequency of the behavior it follows (Aztin &
Holz, 1966), a wide variety of terms have been used in

the literature to refer to the two types of consequence

operations that fit the definition. For example, the Be-

havior Analyst Certification Board (BACB' 2005) and

textbook authors (e'g., Miltenberger, 2004) use the

terms positive punishruent and negative punishruent,

paralleling the terms po sitive reinforcement and negative

reinforcernent. As with reinforcement' the modifiers
p o s it iv e and n e g ativ e us ed with p a ni s hme nt cQnnote nei-

ther the intention nor the desirability of the behavior
change produced; they only specify how the stimulus

change that served as the punishing consequence was

affected-whether it was presented (positive) or with-
drawn (negative).

Although the terms positive punishment and
negative punishment are consistent with the terms used

to differentiate the two reinforcement operations, they

are less clear than the descriptive terms for the two pun-

ishment operations-p urui*hment by contingent stimu'
lation and punishment b)' contingent withdrawal of a
positive reinforcer-first introduced by Whaley and

Malott (I97I) in their classic text, Elementary Princi-
ples of Behavior These terms highlight the procedural

difference between the two forms of punishment. Dif-
ferences in procedure as well as in the type of stimulus
change involved-reinforcer or punisher-hold im-
portant implications for application when a punish-
ment-based behavior-reduction technique is indicated.

Foxx (i982) introduced the terms Type I punishment
and Type II punishmenl for punishment by contingent
stimulation and punishment by contingent withdrawal
of a stimulus, respectively. Many behavior analysts and

teachers continue to use Foxx's terminology today.
Other terms such as penalty principle have also been

used to refer to negative punishment. (Malott & Tro-
jan Suarez, 2004). However, it should be remembered
that these terms are simpiy brief substitutes for the
more complete terminology introduced by Whaley and

Malott.
As with positive and negative reinforcement, nu-

merous behavior change procedures incorporate the two
basic punishment operations. Although some textbooks
reserve the term punishment for procedures involving
positive (or Type I) punishment and describe time-out

from positive reinforcement and response coJt as sepa-

rate "principles" or types of punishment, both the meth-

ods for reducing behavior are derivatives ofnegative (or

Tlpe II) punishment. Therefore, time-out and response

cost should be considered behavior change tactics and

not basic principles of behavior,

Reinforcement and punishment can each be accom-

plished by either of two different operations, depending
on whether the consequence consists ofpresenting anew
stimulus (or increasing the intensity of a current stimu-
lus) or withdrawing (or decreasing the intensity of ) a cur-
rently present stimulus. in the environment (Morse &
Kelleher, 1977; Skinner, 1953). Sorne behavior analysts
argue that from a functional and theoretical standpoint
only two principles are required to describe the basic ef-
fects of behavioral consequences-reinforcement and

punishment.15 However, from a procedural perspective
(a critical factor for the applied behavior analyst), a num-
ber of behavior change tactics are derived from each of
the four operations represented inFigure2.2.

- Most behavior change procedures involve several

principles of behavior (see Box 2.2).lt is critical for the
behavior analyst to have a solid conceptual understand-

ing of the basic principles of behavior. Such knowledge
permits better analysis of current controlling variables as

well as more effective design and assessment of behav-

ioral interventions that recognize the role various princi-
ples may be playing in a given situation.

Stitnulus Changes Thqt Function
as Reinforcers and Punishers
Because operant conditioning involves the consequences

of behavior, it follows that anyone interested in using op-
erant conditioning to change behavior must identify and

control the occurrence of relevant consequences. For the
applied behavior analyst, therefore, an important ques-

tion becomes, What kinds of stimulus changes function
as reinforcers and punishers?

U n co n diti o n e d Re info rc e m ent
andPunishment

Some stimulus changes function as reinforcement even
though the organism has had no particular learning his- ,

tory with those stimuli. A stimulus change tlgl!_cjrn i1}- ;

crease the future u behavior without
with an other of reinforcement is called an

reinforcer For example, stimuli such

as food, water, and sexual stimulation that support the

biological maintenance of the organism and survival
the species often function as unconditioned reinforcers.
The words ca.n and ofien in the two previous sentences

rsMichael (i975) and Baron and Galizio (2005) prssent cogent
for why positive and negative reinforcement are examples of the same

damental operant relation. This issue is discussed further in Chapter
r6Some authors use the modifierc printary or unlearned to identify
conditioned reinforcers and unconditioned punishers.

12.
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D is tivrguisleing b e trnze e yt P ritrciple s

of Behavior and Behavior Change Tactics
A principle of behavior describes a basic behavior--en-
vironment relation that has been demonstrated repeat-
edly in hundreds, even thousands, of experiments. A
principle of behavior describes a functional relation
between behavior and one or more of its controlling vari-

v
across individual organisms, species, jgtqlgl,-elq fe-
haviors. A principle of behavior is an_el4pirica!_gengtal-
ization inferred from Principles
describe _bqw_Lqh4v.iclgqrks, S ome examples of pri n-

ciples are reinforcement, punishment, and extinction.
In general, a behavior change tactic is a method for

operationalizing, or putting into practice, the knowledge
provided by one or more principles of behavior. A bg-
hqvior ch44gglgg!& is a research-based, technologi-
callv consistent method for chansins behavior that has

been derived from one or more basic principles of be-

havior and that possesses sufficient generality across sub-
jects, seftings, and/or behaviors to warrant its codification
and dissemination. Behavior change tactics constifute the

technological aspect of applied behavior analysis. Ex-
amples ofbehavior change procedures include backward

chaining, differential reinforcement of other behavior,
shaping, response cost, and time-out,

So, principles describe how behavior works, and be-

havior change tactics are how applied behavior analysts
put the principles to work to help people learn and use so-
cially significant behaviors. There are relatively few prin-
ciples ofbehavior, but there are many derivative behavior
change tactics, To illustrate further, reinforcement is a

behavioral principle because it describes a lawful rela-
tion between behavior, an immediate consequence, and

an increased frequency of the behavior in the future under
similar conditions. However, the issuance of checkmarks
in a token economy or the use ofcontingent social praise

are behavior change tactics derived from the principle of
reinforcement, To cite another example, punishment is a
principle behavior because it describes the established
relations between the presentation of a consequence and

the decreased frequency of similar behavior in the fu-
ture. Response cost and time-out, on the other hand, ale
methods for changing behavior; they are two different
tactics used by practitioners to operationalize the princi-
ple of punishment.

the important qualification that the momentary
veness of an unconditioned reinforcer is a function

current For example, a cer-
level of is necessary for the pre-

of food to function as a reinforcer. However,
is unlikely to function as reinforcement for a person
has recently eaten a lot of food (a condition of sat-
). The nature and functions of motivating opera-

are described in detail in Chapter 16.

Similarly, an unconditioned punisher is a^stimulus
that can decrease the future olanyTti-

-form of Unconditioned punishers in-
painful stimulation that can cause tissue damage

, harm body cells). However, virtually any stimulus
which an organism's receptors are sensitive-light,

and temperature, to name a few-can be intensr-
to the point that its delivery will suppress behavior
though the stimulus is below levels that actually
tissue damage (Bijou & Baer, 1965).

Events that function as unconditioned reinforcers and
are the product of the natural evolution of the
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described the natural selection of "rewards" and"aver-
sives" as follows:17

Some rewards and aversives control our actions because
of the way our spgJies evolved; we call these unlearned
rewards o, uu"rrlf;"r. We inherit a biological structure
that causes some stimuli to be rewarding or aversive.
This structure evolved because rewards helped our an-
cestors survive, while aversives hurt their survival. Some

of these unlearned rewards, such as food and fluid, help
us survive by strengthening our body cells. Others help

r?In addition to using dversr'v e stimuhts as a synonym for a negative rein-
force4 Sk)nner (1953) also used the term to refer to stimuli whose onset or
presentation functions as punishment, a practice continued by many be-
havior analysts (e.g., Alberto & Troutman, 2006; Malon & Trojan Suarez,
2004; Miltenberger,2004). The term aversive stimulus (and, aversive con-
trol when speaking of behavior change techniques involving such stimuli)
is used widely in the behavior analysis literature to refer to one or more of
three different behavioral functions: an aversive stimulus may be (a) a neg-
ative reinforcer ifits termination increases behavior, (b) a punisher if its pre-
sentation decreases behavior, and/or (c) a motivating operation if its
presentation increases the cutrent frequency of behaviors that. have termi-
nated it in the past (see Chapter 16). When speaking or writing technically,
behavior analysts must be careful that their use ofomnibus terms such as

aversive does not imply unintended functions (Michael, 1995).(phylogeny). Malott, Tillema, and Glenn (1978)
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our species survive by causing us to- prod,uce T.1-"*"
for our offspring-these stimili include the rewarding

stimulation resulting from coputation and nursing' And

;;;;;il;ed ave"rsives haim our survival bv damag-

ffi;fi;;;;rr; 'u"tt 
aversives include burns' cuts

and bruises. (P. 9)

trol over human behavior and rvill be featured in later

:*t;;wtr"n rp""in" tactics for changing behavior are

presented.
Because people who live in a common culture share

similar histodes, it is not unreasonable for a practitioner

to search for Potential reinforcers and Punishers for a

given client among classes of stimuli that have Proven

effective with other similar clients' However, in an effort

to heiP the reader establish a fundamental understanding

of the nature of operant conditioning, we have purposelY

stimuli that maY function as
avoided Presenting
reinforcers and Punishers

a list of
Morse and Kellehet (197'7)

madqhis imPortant Point very well.

Reinforgers and punishers, as environmental "things,"

appear to have a greater reality than orderlY temPoral

changes in ongoing behavior' Such a view is decePtive.

There is no concePt that Predicts reliablY when events

will be reinforcers or Punishers; th.e

istics and
Events that increase or de-Conditioned Reinforcer s and P unisher s

Stimulus events or conditions that are present or that

occur justbefore orui*oti*"ous with the occunence of

other reinforcers (or punish"rs; may acquire the ability to

;;i;t;;i;.punisi'jbehavior when thev later occur on

their own u, .on'"qo"ntes' Called conditioned rein'

forcersandconditionedpunishers,thesestimulus
changes function u' 

'"info""'s 
and punishers only be-

il;; th;lr prior pairing with other reilforcers or pun-

ishers.rs The stimulusitimulus pairing procedure

,"rp"ntiUft for the creation of conditioned reinforcers or

ounishers is the same as that used for respondent condi-

ffi#;;;;;il;,h" "outcome is a stimulus thatfunc-

tions as a reinforcer [or punisher] rather than a stimulus

that will elicit a ,"rp*i" (Michael' 2Oo4' p' 66' words

in brackets added)'

Conditioned reinforcers and punishers are notrelated

to any biological need or *xottl]"d structure; their abil-

;;;"dtfy behavior is a result of each person's unique

ititi"w "f 
interactions with his or her environment (on-

togeny)' Because no i*o people experience the world in

exactly the same way' the roster of events-tlat can servo

as conditioned reinforcers and punishers at any particu-

i*-Jt* igi"",, u 
'"l"uunt 

motivating operation) is idio-

;;;;;";; each individual and alwavschanging' on the

other hand, to the exteJ that two people.have had simi-

lar experien"", ("'g', schooling' profession' the culture

in general), they are iit"ty 
'o 

be affected in similar ways

to many similar 
"u'nt'' 

Social praise and attention are

examples of wiOeiy effetiiu" 
"ondi'ioned.reinforcers 

in

our culture. S""uu'"-'o"ial attention and approval (as

*!r u, oirupprouutjui"often paired with so many other

reinforcers (and punishers)' ihey exert powerful con-

lsSome authors use the modifiers secondatT or

c o ntlit io ne d re info rc e rs and c ond it ione d P unis hers'

leerned to identifY
The point made by Morse and Kelleher (1977) is of

puru*ount importance to understanding behavior-



environment relations. Reinforcement and punishment
are not simply the products of certain stimulus events,
which are then called reinforcers and punishers without
reference to a given behavior and environmental condi-
tions. There are no inherent or standard physical proper-
ties of stimuli that determine their permanent status as

reinforcers and punishers. In fact, a stimulus can func-
tion as a positive reinforcer under one set of conditions
and a negative reinforcer under different conditions. Just
as positive reinforcers are not defined with terms such as

pleasant or satisfying, aversive stirnuli should not be de-
fined with terms such as annoying or unpleasant. The
terms reinforcer andpunisher should not to be used on the
basis of a stimulus event's assumed effect on behavior or
on any inherent property of the stimulus event itself.
Morse and Kelleher (1971) continued;

When the borders of the table are designated in terms of
stimulus classes (positive-negative; pleasant-noxious)
and experimental operations (stimulus presentation-
stimulus withdrawal), the cells of the table are, by defin-
ition, varieties of reinforcement and punishment. One
problem is that the processes indicated in the cells have
already been assumed in categorizing stimuli as positive
or negative; a second is that there is a tacit assumption
that the presentation or withdrawal of a particular stimu-
lus will have an invariant effect. These relations are

clearer if empirical operations are used to designate the
border conditions. . . . The chancteization of behavioral
processes depends upon empirical observations. The
same stimulus event, under different conditions, may in-
crease behavior or decrease behavior. In the former case

the process is called reinforcement and in the latter the
process is called punishment. (p. 180)

At the risk of redundancy, we will state this impor-
concept again . Reinforcers and punishers denote

classes of
is not based on the physical nature of the

or events ves.

cun:ent motivational state, and the
environmental conditions, "any stimulus change

be a 'reinforcer' if the characteristics of the chgnge,
the temporal relation of the change to the response

observation, are properly selected" (Schoenfeld,
, p. 18a). Thus, the phrase "everything is relative"

thoroughly relevant to understanding functional
relations.
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ant also establishes functional relations be-

and certain antecedent

In contrast to if-A-then-B formulations (such as S-R for-
mulations), the AB-because-of-C formllation is a gen-

eral statement that the relation between an event (B) and
its context (A) is because ofconsequences (C). . . . Ap-
plied to Skinner's three-tem contingency, the relation
between (A) the setting and (B) behavior exists because
of (C) consequences that occurred for previous AB
(setting-behavior) relations. The idea [is] that reinforce-
ment stl'engthens the setting-behavior relation rather than
simply strengthening behavior. (Moxley, 2004, p. 11i)

Reinforcement selects not just certain forms of be-
havior; it also selects the environmental conditions that in
the future will evoke (increase) instances of the response
class. A behavior that occurs more frequently under some

a

discriminated operant. Because a discriminated operant
occurs at a in the presence of a given
stimulus than it does in the absence of that stimulus, it is
said to be under stimulus control. Answering the phone,
one of the everyday behaviors discussed by the professor
and his students in Box 2.1, is a discriminated operant.
The telephone's ring functions as a discriminative stim-
ulus (SD) for answering the phone. We answer the phone
when it is ringing, and we do not answer the phone when
it is silent.

Just as reinforcers or punishers cannot be identified
by their physical characteristics, stimuli possess no in-
herent dimensions or properties that enable them to func-
tion as discriminative stimuli. Operant conditioning
brings behavior under the control of various properties
or values of antecedent stimuli (e.g., size, shape, color,
spatial relation to anotber stimulus), and what those fea-
tures are cannot be detelmined a priori. (Stimulus control
is described in detail in Chapter 17.)

Any stimulus present when an operant is reinforced ac-
quires control in the sense that the rate will be higher
when it is present. Such a stimulus does not act as a
goad; it does not elicit the response in the sense offorc-
ing it to occur. It is simply an essential aspect of the oc-
casion upon which a response is made and reinforced.
The difference is made clear by calling it a discrimina-
tive stimulus (or SD). An adequate formulation of the in-
teraction between an organism and its environment must
always specify three things: (1) the occasion upon which
a response occurs; (2) the response itself; and (3) the re-
inforcing consequences. The interrelationships among
them are the "contingencies of reinforcement." (Skinner,
1969, p.7)

,i
j,

:

Discriminated Operant
Thre e-Term Conting ency

ve discussed the role of consequences in influenc-
future frequency ofbehavior. But operant condi-
does much more than establish a functional
between behavior and its consequences. Qpgl-

The discriminated operant has its origin in the three-

term contingency. The three-term contingency-
antecedent, beh avi or, and Z'o n#il@-GT6rneEmes
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Figure 2.3 Three'term contingencies illustrating reinforcement and punishmeni operations

Future FrequencY

of Behavior in
Similar Conditions

t

t

t

l.

Operation

Positive
R€lnforcement

Negative
Reinforcement

Positive
Pumshment

Negative
Punishment

calledtheABCsofbehavioranaiysis.Figure2'3shows
examples of three-term contingencies for positive rein-

iot."*"nr, negative reinforcement, positive punishment'

unJ n"gutiu" funishment're Most of what the science of

U.ft""i* analysis has discovered about the prediction and

control of human behavior involves the three-term con-

;;;;;;y, which is "considered the basic unit of analysis

in it " 
unatysis of operant behavior" (Glenn' Ellis' &

Greenspoon , 1992, P. 1332)'

ThL term contingency appears in behavior analysis

literature with several meanings signifying various types

oi t"rnporut and functional relations between behavior

and aniecedent and consequent variables (Lattal' 1995;

iit ut *. Shahan, 1997; Vollmer & Hackenberg' 2001)'

Perhaps the most common connotation of contingency

refers to the dependency of a particular consequence on

the occurrence of the behavior' When a reinforcer (or

punisher) is said to be contingent on a particular behav-

ior, the behavior must be emitted for the consequence to

occur. For example, after saying, "Name a carnivorous

dinosaur," a teacher's "Well done!" depends on the stu-

J.nt;, ."tponse, "Tlrannosautus Rex" (or another di-

nosaur of ihe same class)'2o

The term contingencyis also used in reference to the

tn*porot contiguityof behavior and its consequences' As

staied previously' behavior is selected by the con-

,"q.r"n"", that immediately follow it'-irrespective of

whether those consequences were produced by or de-

p""i"O on the behavilr. This is the rneaning of contin-

"g"".V in Skinner's (1953) statement' "So far as the

Irgunirrn is concerned, the only important property of

thJ contingency is temporal" (1953, p' 85)'

Re cogn izitrig the 9onnPlexitY
of Hulnan Behavior

Behavior-human or otherwise-remains an extremely

diffrcult subject matter' 

-B. F. Skinner (1g6g, p. 114)

The experimental analysis of behavior has discovered a

nu-U"t of basic principles-statements about how be-

huuior works as a function of environmental variables'

These principles, several of which have been introduced
:

ffiement contingent describes the bohavior of

,tt"'i".".t*"rt"t 
"r iractitioner: delivering the reinforcer only after the tar: '

get behavior has occurred.

'Name a camivorous
dinosaur

'Tyrannosaurus Rex." "well done!"

Foul smell under
kitchen sink

Take trash outside Foul smell is gone

Icy road Drive at normal sPeed Crash into car ahead

Popup box asks, "Varn
when deleting unread

messages?"

Click on "No"
Important e-mail

message is lost



in this chapter, have been demonstrated, verified, and

replicated in hundreds and even thousands of experi-
ments; they are scientific facts.2l Tactics for changing be-
havior derived for these principles have also been applied,

in incrcasingly sophisticated and effective ways, to a wide
range of human behaviors in natural settings. A summary
of what has been learned from many of those applied be-

havior analyses comprises the majority of this book.
The systematic application of behavior analysis tech-

niques sometimes produces behavior changes of great

magnitude and speed, even for clients whose behavior
had been unaffected by other forms of treatment and ap-
peared intractable. When such a happy (but not rare) out-
come occurs, the neophyte behavior analyst must resist
the tendency to believe that we know more than we do
about the prediction and control of human behavior. As
acknowledged in Chapter 1, applied behavior analysis is
a young science that has yet to achieve anything near a

.complete understanding and technological control of
human behavior.

A major challenge facing applied behavior analysis
Iies in dealing with the complexity of human behavior, es-
pecially in applied settings where laboratory controls are

impossible, impractical, or unethical. of the
that contribute to the stem
three sources: the the human

a scrapbook of old family photographs,
evokes a phone call to Aunt Helen, which sets the

for finding her recipe for apple pie, and so on.

fi"uh 
"on-

Verbal behavior may be the most signi
tor to the complexity of human behavior (Ddnahoe

Palmer, 1 994; Micha e7, 2003; Palmer, 1 99 1 ; Skinner,
Not only is a problem generated when the differ-

between saying and doing is not recognized, but
behavior itself is often a controlling variable for

other verbal and nonverbal behaviors. The analy-
verbal behavior is introduced in Chapter 25.

Operant learning does not always occur as a slow,
process. Sometimes new, complex, repertoires

all scientific findings, these facts are subject to revision and even re-
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appear quickly with little apparent direct conditioning
(Epstein, I 99 1 ; Sidma n, 1994) . O- ne typ" of .upia t.

has been called adduction, a
a behavior that was and shaped

under one set ls recru a
set of on a new 1n the
person s S,

19S-O-.T-oT-.ns-mndLayng(1992,1994)describedsev-
eral examples of contingency adduction in which sim-
ple (component) skills (e.g., addition, subtraction, and
multiplication facts, isolating and solving for X in a sim-
ple linear equation), when taught to fluency, combined
without apparent instruction to form new complex (com-
posite) patterns of behavior (e.g., factoring complex
equations).

Intertwined lineages of different operants combine
to form new complex operants (Glenn, 2004),which pro-
duce response products that in turn make possible the ac-
quisition of behaviors beyond the spatial and mechanical
restraints of anatomical structure.

In the human case, the range of possibilities may be infi-
nite, especially because the products of operant behavior
have become increasingly complex in the context of
evolving cultural practices. For example, anatomical
constraints prevented operant flying from emerging in a

human repertoire only until airplanes were constructed
as behavioral products. Natural selection's leash has
been greatly relaxed in the ontogeny of operant units.
(Glenn et a1.,1992,p. 1332)

simple form masks the complexity of the universe it de-
scribes" (Glenn, 2004, p.134). The environment and its
effects on behavior are complex.

Skinner (1957) noted that, "(1) the strength ofa sin-
gle response may be, and usually is, a function of more
than one variable and (2) a single variable usually affects
more than one response" (p. 227). Although Skinner was
writing in reference to verbal behavior, multiple causes
and multiple effects are characteristics of many behavior-
environment relations. Behavioral covariation illustrates
one type of multiple effect. For example, Sprague and
Horner (1992) found that blocking the emission of one
problem behavior decreased the frequency of that be-
havior but produced a collateral increase in other topogra-
phies of problem behaviors in the same functional class.
As another example of multiple effects, the presentation
of an aversive stimulus may, in addition to suppressing
the future occunences of the behavior it follows, elicit

differences.

of the Huwtqn Repertoire
s are capable of learning an incredible range of Cotnplexity of Contralling Vqriqbles

Response sequences, sometimes of no appar-
Behavior is selected its This megaprin-logical organization, contribute to the complexity of

operant sounds deceptively (and naively)(Skinner, 1953). In a response chain, effects
by one response influence the emission ofother
. Returning a winter coat to the attic leads to

simple. However, other scientific principles, its

should future research reveal better ones.
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respondent behaviors and evoke escape and avoidance

behaviors-three different effects from one event'

Many behaviors are the result of multiple causes' In

a 2004), two

rywgllg_glass.
can also com-

bine to make a behavior more ol' legs likely to occur in a

given situation, Perhaps we finally return our neighbor's

weed trimmer not just because he usually invites us in for

a cup of cotflee, but also because returning the tool re-

duces the "guilt" we al€ feeling for keeping it for 2 weeks'

Concurrent contingencies often vie for control of in-

compatible behaviors. We cannot watch "Baseball

Tonight" and study (properly) for an upcoming exam' Al-

though not a technical term in behavior analysis,

algebraic suntmation is sometimes used to describe the

effect of multiple, concurrent contingencies on behavior'

The behavior that is emitted is thought to be the product

of the competing contingenci-gs "canceling portions of

each other out" as in an equation in algebra.

Hierarchies of response classes within what was pre-

sumed to be a single response class may be under multi-

ple controlling variables. For example, Richman, Wacker,

Asmus, Casey, and Andelman (1999) found that one

topography of aggressive behavior was maintained by one

type of reinforcement contingency while another form of

aggression was controlled by a different contingency'

All of these complex, conculrent, interrelated con-

tingencies make it difficult for behavior analysts to iden-

tify and control relevant variables' It should not be

surprising that the settings in which applied behavior an-

alystb ply their trade are sometimes described as places

where "reinforcement occurs in a noisy background"
(Vollmer & Hackenberg, 200I, p. 25 1,).

Consequently, as behavior analysts, we should rec-

ognize that meaningful behavior change might take time

and many trials and efiors as we work to understand the

interrelationships and complexities of the controlling vari-

ables. Don Baer (1987) recognized that some of the larger

problems that beset society (e'g., poverty, substance ad-

diction, illiteracy), given our present level of technology,

might be too difficult to solve. He identified three barri-

ers to solving such complex problems:

(a) We are not empowered to solve these bigger remain-

ing problems, (b) we have not yet made the analysis of
how to empower ourselves to try them, and (c) we have

not yet made the system-analytic task analyses that will
prove crucial to solving those problems when we do em-

power ourselves sufficiently to try them. . . . In my ex-

perience, those projects that seem arduously long are

arduous because (a) I do not have a strong interim rein-

forcer compared to those in the existing system for sta-

tus quo and must wait for opportunities when weak

control may operate, even so, or (b) I do not yet have a

colrect task analysis ofthe problem and must struggle

through trials and errors. By contrast (c) when I have an

effective interim reinforcer and I know the correct task

analysis of this problem, Iong problems are simply those

in which the task analysis requires a series of many be-

havior changes, perhaps in many people, and although

each ofthem is relatively easy and quick, the series of
them requires not so much effort as time, and so it is not

arduous but merely tedious. (pp. 335' 336-337)

Individual Differences
You did not need to read this textbook to know that peo-

ple bften respond very differently to the same set of en-

vir&rmental conditions, The fact of individual differences

is sometimes cited as evidence thar principles of behav-

ior based on environmental selection do not exist, at least

not in a form that could provide the basis for a robust and

reliable technology of behavior change' It is then argued

that because people often respond differently to the same

set of contingencies, control of behavior must come from

within each person,

As each of us experiences varying contingencies of
reinforcement (and punishment), some behaviors are

strengthened (selected by the contingencies) and others

are weakened. This is the nature of operant conditioning,

which is to say, human nature' Because no two people

ever experience the world in exactly the same way, each

of us arives at a given situation with a different liSlgly
of reinforcement. The

e€

of behaviors each per-

son brings to any situation and

reinforcement.

's unique repertoire or her as a

person. We are what we do, and we do what we have

learned to do. "He begins as an organism and becomes a

person or self as he acquires a repertoire of behavior"

(Skinner, 197 4, p. 231).

Individual differences in responding to culrent stim-

ulus conditions, then, do not need to be attributed to dif-

ferences in internal traits or tendencies, but to the orderly

result of different histories of reinforcement' The behav-

ior analyst must also consider people's varying sensitiv-

ities to stimuli (e.g., hearing loss, visual impairment) and

differences in response mechanisms (e.g., cerebral palsy)

and design program components to ensure that all par-

ticipants have maximum contact with relevant contin-

gencies (Heward, 2006).

Additional Ob stscle s to Controlling
Behavior in Applied Settings
Compounding the difficulty of tackling the complexity

of human behavior in the "noisy" applied settings where

people live, work, and plaY, applied behavior anal-

ysts are sometimes prevented from implementing



effective behavior change program due to logistical, fi-

nancial, sociopolitical, legal, and/or ethical factors. Most

applied behavior analysts work for agencies with lim-

ited resources, which may make the data collection re-

quired for a more complete aualysis impossible. Iu

uddition, participants, parents, administrators, and even

the general public may at times limit the behaviot'ana-

lyst's options for effective intervention (e.g., "We don't

want students working for tokens"). Legal or ethical con-

siderations may also preclude determining experimen-

tally the controlling variables for an important behavior'

Ethical considerations for behavior analysts are dis-

cussed inChaPter29.
Each of these practical complexities combines with

the behavioral and environmental complexities previously

'rnentioned to make the applied behavior analysis of so-

importantbehavior a challenging task' However, the

need not be overwhelming, and few tasks are as re-

or as important for the betterment of humankind.

It is sometimes expressed that a scientific account of
will somehow diminish the quality or enjoy-

of the human experience. For example, will our in-

Suutlnavy

In general, behavior is the activity ofliving organisms.

Technically, behavior is "that portion of an organism's in-

teraction with its environment that is characterized by de-

tectable displacement in space through time of some part

of the organism and that results in a measqrable change

in at least one aspect of the environment" (Johnston &
Pennypacker, 1993a, p. 23).

The term behavior is usually used in reference to a larger

:set or class of responses that share ceftain topographical di-

mensions or functions.

Response refers to a specific instance of behavior.

topographyrefers to the physical sha$'or form

behavior.

A response class is a group of responses of varying

, all of which produce the same effect on the

envlronment.

Repertoire can refer to ail ofthe behaviors a person can do

to a set ofbehaviors relevant to a particular setting or task.
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creasing knowledge of the varjables responsible for cre-

ative behavior lessen the feelings evoked by a powerful
painting or a beautiful symphony, or reduce our appreci-

ation of the artists who produced them? We think not,

and we encourage you, as you read and study about the

basic concepts introduced in this chapter and examined

in more detaii throughout the book, to consider Nevin's

(2005) response to how a scientific account of behavior

adds immeasurably to the human experience:

At the end of Origin of Species (1859), Darwin invites

us to contemplate a tangled bank, with its plants and its

birds, its insects and its worms; to marvel at the com-

plexity, diversity, and interdependence of its inhabitants;

and to feel awe at the fact that all of it follows from the

laws of reproduction, competition, and natural selection'

Our delight in the tangled bank and our love for its in-

habitants are not diminished by our knowledge of the

laws of evolution; neither should our delight in the com-

plex world of human activity and our love for its actors

be diminished by our tentative but growing knowledge

of the laws of behavior. (Tony Nevin, personal commu-

nication, December 19, 2005)

10. The environment influences behavior primarily by stimu-

lus change, not static stimulus conditions,

11. Stimulus events can be described formally (by their phys-

ical features), temporaily (by when they occur), and func-

tionally (by their effects on behavior).

12. A stimulus class is a group of stimuli that share specifred

common elements along formal, temporal, and/or func-

tional dimensionru

13. Antecedent conditions or stimulus changes exist or occur

prior to the behavior of interest.

14. Consequences are stimulus changes that follow a behav-

ior of interest.

15. Stimulus changes can have one or both of two basic ef-

fects on behavior: (a) an immediate but temporary effect

of increasing or decreasing the current frequency of the

behavior, and/or (b) a delayed but relatively permanent ef-

fect in terms of the frequency of that type of behavior in

the future.

Respondent Behavior

16. Respondent behavior is elicited by antecedent stimuli.

17. A reflex is a stimulus-response relation consisting of an

antecedent stimulus and the respondent behavior it elicits

(e.g., bright light-pupil contraction).

f 8. All healthy members of a given species are born with the

same repertoire of unconditioned reflexes.

which rhe
exlsts

is the physical setting and circumstances

organism ol t'eferenced part of the organ-

is "an energy change that affects an organism
its receptor celts" (Michael, 2004, p. 7 )
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19. An unconditioned stimulus (e'g', food) and-the respondent

behavior it elicits (e.g., salivation) are called unconditioned

reflexes.

20.Conditionedreflexesaretheproductofrespondentcon-
ditioning: a stimulus-stimuluJ pairing procedure in which

a neutral stimulus is presented with an uncsnditioned stim-

ulus until the neutral stimulus becomes a conditioned stim-

ulus that elicits the conditioned response'

21, Pairinga neutral stimulus with a conditioned stimulus can
-" 

;; fuuce a conditioned reflex-a process called higher

ord", (or secondary) respondent conditioning'

22. Respondent extinction occurs when a conditioned stimu-
--- 

iu, is presented repeatedly without the unconditioned stim-

ufus untit the co;ditioned stimulus no longer elicits the

conditioned response.

Operant Behavior

23. Operantbehavior is selected by its consequences'

24. Unlike respondent behavior, *fio'" topogtaphy and basic

functions are predetermined, operant behavior can take a

virtually unlimited range of forms'

25. Selection of behavior by consequences operates during

the lifetime of the individual otganism (ontogeny) and is

a lon."ptual parallel to Darwin's natural selection in the

evolutionary itittory of a species (phylogeny)'

26. Operuntconditioning, which encompasses reinforcement

and punishment, refers to the process and selective effects

of consequences on behavior:

. Consequences can affect only future behavior'

'Consequencesselectresponseclasses'notindividual
responses.

. Immediate consequences have the greatest effect'

' Consequences select any behavior that precedes them'

' Operant conditioning occurs automatically'

27. Most stimulus changes that function as reinforcers or pun-

ishers can be described as either (a) a new stimulus added

to the environment, or (b) an already present stimulus re-

moved from the environment'

28. Positive reinforcement occurs when a behavior is followed

immediately by the presentation of a stimulus that in-

creases the future frequency of the behavior'

29. Negative reinforcement occurs when a bdhavior is fol-

towea immeOiately by the withdrawal of a stimulus that in-

creases the future frequency of the behavior'

30. The term aversive stimulusisoften used to refer to stimulus

conditions whose termination functions as reinforcement'

31. Extinction (wittrtrolding all reinforcement for a previously

reinforced behavior) pioduces a decrease in response fre-

quency to the behavior's prereinforcement level'

32. Positive punishment occurs when a behavior is followed

by the presentation of a stimulus that decreases the future

frequencY of the behavior'

33. Negative punishtnent occurs when a behaviol is followed

imireOiatety by the withdrawal of a stimulus that decreases

the future frequency of the behavior'

34. A principle of behavior describes a functional relation be-- 
,*L"n behavior and one or more of its controlling vari-

ables that has thorough generality across organisms'

species, settings, and behaviors'

35. A behavior change tactic is a technologically consistent-- 
."tnoa for changing behavior that has been derived from

one or more basic principles of behavior'

36. Unconditioned reinforcers and punishers function irre-

spective of any prior leaming history'

37. S{imulus changes that function as conditioned reinforcers

ani punishers do so because ofprevious pairing with other

reinforcers or Punishers'

38. One important function of motivating operations is alter-

fu the cunent value of stimulus changes as reinforcement

oipunishment. For example, deprivation and satiation are

*otiuuting operations that make food more or less effec-

tive as reinforcement.

39. A discriminated operant occurs more frequently under

some antecedent conditions than it does under others' an

outcome called stimulus control'

40.Stimuluscontrolreferstodifferentialratesofoperantre-
sponding observed in the presence or absence of an-

tecedentstimuli.Antecedentstimuliacquiretheabilityto
control operant behavior by having been paired with cer-

tain consequences in the Past'

41. The three-term contingency-antecedent' behavior' and'-' 
,onr"qu"nce-is the basic unit of analysis in the analysis

of oPerant behavior,

42, If areinforcer (or punisher) is contingent on a particular

behavior, the behavior must be emitted for the conse-

. quence to occur.

43. All applied behavior analysis procedures involve ma-

nipulaiion of one or more components of the three-term

contingencY.

Recognizing the Complexity of Human Behavior

44. Humans are capable of acquiring a huge repertoire of be-

haviors. Response chains and verbal behavior also make

human behavior extremely complex'

45. The variables that govern human behavior are often highly

complex' Many behaviors have multiple causes'

i
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46. Individual differences in histories of reinforcement and

organic impairments also make the analysis and

of human behavior difficult,

47. Applied behavior analysts are sometimes Prevented

conducting an effective analysis of behavior because

practical, logistical, fi nancial,

ethical reasons.

sociopolitical, Iegal,

control




